10/2/2020
ADDENDUM #1
RFP 20-116: Assessor’s Office Document Management System
Addendum #1 is being issued to:
•

Provide answers to questions for Assessor’s Office Document Management
System RFP.

____________________________________________________
Proposers shall sign this Addendum as acknowledgment and return it with the submittal.
RFP ADDENDUM
Addendum #1

Dated_______________

We, the undersigned, acknowledge the receipt of the above addendum(s) as dated.
By: ____________________________
Title: ___________________________
Company: _______________________
Date: ___________________________

ANSWERS TO ASSESSOR’S OFFICE DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
QUESTIONS

1.

Would you consider a solution that allows the county to scan documents in
a high-speed multi-feed scanner and then index the document based on
the fields you want to index? Yes

2.

Will you want to add documents to this database daily or is this a onetime
static solution? Documents will be added to the database daily

3.

Can I get a picture of the form and the containers it is currently being held
in? TIF of current scanned document

4.

Are the documents double sided? Some of the documents are doublesided.

5.

Do the documents have staples, paper clips or folded; requiring unfolding? The documents will be unfolded and have all staples or
paperclips removed prior to scanning.

6.

Do you anticipate some fields will need to be redacted? No

7.

Do you need double images—redacted for specific users and the original
for other users? No

8.

Do you want a public facing component that allows the public to view this
database? No

9.

If yes to #8- do you want a subscription so as to charge for access or to
download/print documents (ie., a per page cost to download)? N/A

10.

Do you want ongoing support 40 hours per week for questions or to train
new users due to staff turnover? Support for questions, but not training for
new users due to staff turnover

11.

Have any vendors done a demo to the internal operations/staff team in the
last 9 months? Yes, multiple

12.

Have any of the operations team gone on customer site visits or to any
solution providers in the last 9 months? No

13.

Have any vendors been given access to survey the documents in the last
9 months? No

14.

Document and metadata composition: Are there 2,272,619 documents
that take up 174.7 GB of space? Or are there 2,272,619 documents and
images that take up an additional 174.7 GB of space? There are
2,272,619 documents that take up 174.7 GB of space
•

Are ALL the documents in the existing system TIF images? Yes

•

If so, do they share a common set of metadata and what is that set of
metadata? year, account number, date/time stamp, path and filename

•

15.

16.

Current Document Location and Database: Where are the documents
stored currently? Are they on a file share, stored in the database as
BLOBs, in a Document Management system, other? The documents are
stored on the application server. The filename and path are stored in a
table of the current Document Management system’s database.
•

Are all documents (including images) in a single location? Yes

•

Please provide an ER diagram of the SQL database that is referenced
in Article 4, Section 3, C of the RFP. Please provide row counts for
the tables in the ER diagram.

Workflows and reports: Training is requested in the RFP for “Workflow”
and “Reporting”, Is the intent that the Assessor’s office staff are trained in
the development of workflows and reports or is it that the staff should be
trained on configured workflows and running reports configured during the
implementation? The intent is that the Assessor’s office staff members,
and Applications Analyst will be trained in the development of workflows
and reports.
•

17.

If not, what are the document types and what are the sets of
metadata? How many documents of each type (ie those that share
the same metadata) are there?

How many staff members will be charged with the responsibility for
creating workflows and reporting? 3

Requirements: Exhibit C of the RFP, Functional Requirements and
Checklist, lists primarily requirements to capture scanned documents. Is
the Assessor’s office simply concerned with capturing content from paper
or are there specific document management features that are required? If
so, what are they? E.g., Document creation, collaboration, approval
workflow, processing workflow, associating documents by metadata,
remote access, file security…
The Assessor’s Office is concerned with capturing content from paper
documents and associating documents to accounts in their customCAMA
application using metadata. The assessment year (tax year), account
number (identified by barcode) and date scanned (date/time stamp) are
required elements and part of the integration with customCAMA.

18.

How much priority does the agency place on the physical distance for
drive to your offices? Since this is a digital/software project and especially
during COVID is the agency open to a remote project so long as
objectives are fulfilled? No

19.

Will you please provide more information regarding the current system?
Name, version, size of database, etc?
•

DocsTools by Dynamic Information Solutions Company Inc. (D.I.S.C.)
Version 12.10.31.0

•

DocsMover, DocsServer services

•

Database size: 2.63 GB, compatibility level 100, SQL Server
2016(SP2)

20.

Would you please confirm if you have the expertise in house to provide
the export (xml and images) from the current system to import into our
proposed system for us to ingest or if you will require full conversion
services including the export from the current system? No, we would like
to have full conversion services.

21.

Will you allow for remote training if it gives the full scope and scale of
education due to COVID? Yes

22.

Does the agency have any preference between an on-premises solution
vs a SaaS solution? Please provide options for both

23.

Does the agency foresee any additional use cases for this solution beyond
the assessment forms? E.g. back office operations such as HR,
Accounting, Contract Management, FOIA requests, etc? No

24.

What other key software systems are in use at the agency today in your
technology landscape? E.g. SharePoint, MS Dynamics, Peoplesoft,
Lawson or other ERP’s etc? Office365, Teams, OneDrive

25.

Does the agency have a budget allocated for this project and if so what is
the range? This will allow us to choose between Enterprise and SMB
scope and priced offerings which we support. Unknown

26.

How are the Assessment forms created today? Word? PDF? Paper?
Paper Is there a goal to migrate these forms to electronic forms? No

27.

How many forms does the agency process in a given month/year
estimated? 170,000 per year

28.

Are there other document types in scope? No. How many form types are
in scope? 3 types of assessment forms, all sheets are 8.5 x 11”, some are
double-sided, some are multi-page, all will be identified with account
number on at least page 1 with barcode (code128.ttf)

29.

What kind and how many points of data are attached to the images as
metadata/keywords. year, account number, date/time stamp, path and
filename

30.

Will the agency be simply re-creating the current document and metadata
schema in the new system or creating a modified version for day forward?
Re-creating the current document and metadata schema in the new
system

31.

Are there annotations on the current documents? No

32.

What file format are the current documents stored in (those in scope for
conversion)? TIF

33.

Has the agency received proposals or product demonstrations from other
vendors prior to the RFP notice? No proposals

34.

How many end users will require access to the new system? 3 for
administration and/or scanning of documents; 22 view only. These will not
all be concurrent users.

35.

Does the agency have a strong preference for a hosted/cloud solution vs.
an on-premise solution maintained on County servers? Please provide
options for both

36.

Does the new solution require features such as workflow and electronic
forms creation- or is the primary goal to be a records/image repository to
the CAMA application? The primary goal of the system is to be a
records/image repository to the customCAMA application

37.

Does the agency have an anticipated budget (or budget range) for this
project? Refer to #25

38.

What file format are the current property assessment forms? TIF

39.

What is the existing ECM solution? Refer to #19

40.

Does your current ECM solution have a way to export the documents
along with the corresponding index information? No

41.

Does the document count include multi-page TIF’s that could be converted
to multi-page PDF’s? Yes

42.

The current database mentioned is SQL 2008. Just want to confirm there
is not a new version being used? The compatibility level is SQL 2008, the
current SQL Server Version is 2016 (SP2)

43.

The ECM solution needs to be integrated with customCAMA. To what
level of integration? The account number, date scanned, and year
scanned (for assessment purposes) will need to be captured in a table.
These will be used to update table in the customCAMA database via
stored procedure to mark the form as received. The forms are also
grouped in “batches” within customCAMA. The path and filename to the
documents are also stored within the customCAMA databases. This
allows for previewing and printing the forms while assisting a citizen with
their personal property account.

44.

The cloud option we will provide is a 3-year term. The RFP calls for a 1year with multiple renewals. Just want to clarify that a 3-year cloud
offering is acceptable. This may be offered, however, per the County’s
Purchasing Policy, the expenditures of money, for any purpose, in a future
budget year is subject to future budgetary appropriation.

45.

Please define what you mean on page 12 section C.1.C that the “offeror
will be responsible for completing the Assessor’s Office Document
Management Software”. We are unclear on the expectations. This would
include services listed in Article 4 – Paragraph 2. Specific Services: A – H

46.

Page 33-Function Requirements
a. Please explain the requirement to “crop”. This is not needed
b. Please explain/define the level of interface expected to “other”
applications and databases. This is very broad and system integration
is seldom “simple”. Refer to #43 and #82

47.

How many document types do you want configured in the system? Please
list these out? TIF, PDF

a.

What search criteria/metadata do you want to have included with each?
Account number, year

48.

Are there any workflow automation requirements as part of this project?
Workflows have not been identified

49.

How will the backfile documents be accessible? They can be copied to a
hard drive if necessary. Will they be provided to the selected vendor in a
network folder for import into the new system? Yes

50.

Is the metadata available in the legacy system or will we need to do a look
up? It is available in the legacy system

51.

Are the 24 “other department users” only looking up documents or are
they also participating in workflows or scanning into the system? Clarified
in question 34. One user will be scanning documents into the system.
Administrators may participate in workflows.

52.

•

How many of these users do you plan to have logged into the system
looking something up at one given time? Optimally, only the scanning
user will be logged into the system and all other users will have
access to the documents through integration with customCAMA.
There could be 15+ concurrent users viewing documents at any given
time.

•

Do these users all use the same workflows for looking up documents
or are they looking up different document types? If so, how many
different processes? The native images are stored on a server and
filename and path for each is stored within the customCAMA
database, mapped to each account. Users access the documents by
using the filename and path without navigating away from the current
customCAMA application.

Is there a preference for system deployment between Cloud or selfhosted? Please provide options for both
a. Are multiple environments required (development, test, production)?
No
b. If on-prem, will the proposer provide all hardware required? We are
open to purchasing the hardware through our resellers, or the
proposer quoting the hardware.

i. If no, we can provide required hardware. Please respond with
your current server and desktop specifications so we can quote
appropriate upgrades.

53.

•

Hyper-V Windows Server 2019

•

Dell OptiPlex 5060 i5-8500, Windows 10 Pro 64-bit OS,
8GB RAM

Our solution is licensed by the features included with each user. Please
provide the desired number of user licenses of each type, for each
deployment option under consideration.
a. How many full users are required? (full repository access: scan, add,
edit / version documents, build forms / workflows, participate in
workflows, admin. System) 3
b. How many participant users are required? (unlimited submission and
participation in forms processes, read-only repository access) 22

54.

Can you provide an estimate for the number of concurrent users on the
system? While we do not offer concurrent licensing, this information is
helpful when providing hardware recommendations. 15

55.

Our solution offers portals for non-authenticated users
a. Public Portal: This option allows read-only access to the repository for
anonymous public users. Please indicate your preference with regards
to a public portal, along with estimated number of concurrent users
AND monthly views. Unknown
b. Forms Portal: This option allows anonymous forms submissions by
non-licensed public users. Please indicate your preference with
regards to the forms portal option, along with estimated monthly
submissions. Unknown

56.

Has the issuer already considered any solutions? No

57.

Is there any relevant incumbent for any portion of the work being
requested in the RFP? No

58.

Please provide details on the desired migration.
a.

Are document annotations or versions being migrated? No

b.

Approximately how many metadata fields are being migrated from the
database? 4, year, account number, date/time stamp, path and
filename

59.

Please provide details on desired integrations: Refer to #43 and #82

60.

What document types will be stored (HR records, client documents,
building plans, etc.)? Personal Property Assessment forms

a. If metadata templates (collections of metadata fields associated with
each document type, for use in indexing) are required, approximately
how many? 3
61.

For forms and workflow development, will the selected vendor be
responsible for building the required forms and workflows, or will the
proposer’s staff be performing development after proper training? Staff will
be performing development after proper training

62.

If we are not selected, will there be any opportunity for a debrief or other
feedback? Yes

63.

Can conference calls and web meetings be used for this project, or is onsite attendance a requirement? Conference calls and web meetings can
be used. Preferred web meetings via Microsoft Teams

64.

Our customers generally prefer remote training due the ease of scheduling
and travel savings. Remote training sessions are recorded and provided to
the customer to allow them to reuse as needed. Is this approach
acceptable, or would you require on-site training? Remote training is
acceptable

65.

Which provider(s) do you have or plan to use for Single Sign-on
capabilities? ADFS or LDAP

66.

Due to the current travel restriction and pandemic, is there any change to
the onsite training requirement? Remote training is acceptable

67.

Included in the description of the current environment is a Canon
document scanner. Does the County want the proposal to include a
replacement document scanner? Yes. If so, about how many pages does
the Assessor’s office scan per day? 3,000 – 5,000 pages per day during
high volume weeks

68.

Do you want any other equipment included? Any equipment necessary for
operation of the solution. If quoting an on-premise solution, please provide
a list of recommended hardware

69.

Also described are a total of 25 users, 1 scanner in the Assessor’s office
and 24 others in multiple departments. How many of those other users
typically would be accessing the system at the same time? Refer to #34
and #51

70.

Regarding Page 10, Item 7 Contract Period. Can you provide examples
services the County may require of the successful offeror beyond the
installation of the software, integration with the current system, training of
County personnel and annual software and hardware maintenance?
Unknown

71.

Regarding Page 21, Insurance Coverages, you specify three types of
insurance - Network Security, Technology Errors and Omissions, and
Employee Dishonesty (Theft). Our cloud-based Enterprise Content

Management system solution, ImageSilo, is hosted on Amazon Web
Services (AWS) and our on-premise Enterprise Content Management
system solution, PaperVision Enterprise, would be hosted on the client's
(your) network. Can you explain why these three types of insurance
would be required for this RFP? This typically covers the risks associated
with providing the vendor’s associates any credentials to access systems
on the County network and with running the vendor source code on our
network.
72.

Is there a planned governance structure for the project? No Who is the
project sponsor? St. Charles County Assessor

73.

What is the content governance? Has not been identified

74.

In regard to security requirements, would providing a SOC 2 certificate
suffice for if not all, a portion of the security requirements listed? No, it
would only serve as a supplement to the answers, not as a substitute.

75.

Is the selected Document Management solution going to be rolled out
across the county over time or just used for this one use case? Currently
just for the Assessor’s Office

76.

What are the document types for this project? TIFs

77.

Is there barcoding on every document or just on a portion of the
documents? Refer to #28

78.

What systems/services are you looking to integrate with? customCAMA
WinTDE
a. Could you elaborate on what kind of integration you are looking for
specifically? Refer to #43 and #82

79.

Are there any historical, paper documents in boxes or file cabinets that
would need to be digitized for this project? No

80.

Going forward, which scanning environment is preferred by agency: multiuser, multi-scanner or single scanner that is similar to current process?
Single scanner similar to the current process
a. Multi-user/multi-scanner could be a departmental, cloud-based
solution that requires no desktop(s) or workstations, only scanner(s)
placed in department. Documents are scanned to cloud for
processing and no central server is required. Documents can be
stored in cloud for archival purposes as well. Immediate feedback
(real time) to user at scanner to indicate document successfully
processed or failed – (I.e. OCR failed etc.) No need to wait. No
desktop/server installations or applications to manage from scanning
perspective.
b. Kodak Alaris Scanning Solution Infuse is cloud based. Kodak Alaris
can demo scanning documents and using MS cloud OCR and/or AWS
Comprehend.

i. If the workflow requirements are minimal, we could stay all
cloud based to reduce footprint (no desktop installations etc)
and use ABBYY, MS, AWS or other cloud solution.
c. Multi-user/multi-scanner could be USB devices connected to each
desktop/workstation. Documents are scanned locally and could be
pushed to central server or cloud.
d. Network based scanner(s) could allow existing workstations to have
scanner in department and managed similar to MFP devices.
Documents are scanned to local IP addresses (workstations) and
pushed to central server and/or cloud.
81.

Do you need existing 2.3M images OCR'd and/or further processed? if
yes, please provide specifics. No

82.

Does the "workflow" just need to scan and ingest the documents into your
customCAMA system, or does it require a separate repository? Please
provide more specific requirements around Document Management
System that will meet agency needs. It does not need a separate
repository if the required fields can be captured and stored in a table in the
CAMA database. The fields will be needed for stored procedures and
updating accounts: year, account number, date/time stamp, path and
filename to the document (in native format Document names currently
autoincrement +1 as they are added to file folders. The document name,
ID, and path are associated in the database with the account number and
date/time scanned by ID.
a. Naming requirements for the documents? None
b. Scanning "single" page documents (one page per document) or "multi"
page documents with document separators
c. Barcode info delivered as metadata (json etc) or other format? Could
be delivered as single .json file per scan session or as custom tag in
TIF etc

83.

Do you require Data extraction and Document Classification plugins? Not
currently

84.

How do you currently handle rescans – Images that are too dark, too light,
bad hardcopy etc and a single page or two needs to be re-scanned.
Delete the bad record and re-scan the hardcopy

85.

What is the database associated to the “custom” CAMA system?
DocsTools FilesToaster database Is the solution on-site or hosted? Onsite

86.

What is the system that needs to be converted and what is the associated
database? DocsTools FilesToaster database

87.

What are the available formats for the conversion system’s metadata (i.e.
csv)? csv

88.

The RFP identifies one user that will be scanning. Is this one specific
person or is this one person performs the action but it could be by any
number of people? If it is a shared duty how many people would share in
the scanning? One specific person

89.

Does this project have an approved budget? Refer to #25

90.

For the data conversion, please answer the following:
a. How large is the database in GB, broken down by data volume (record
data, document metadata, etc.) and document/file volume? 2.63 GB
b. Total number of files to be converted? 2.3 MM
c. Does the current system store any documents with a proprietary file
format? No
d. Are file paths stored in clear text in the database or does the database
obfuscate or encrypt the file paths? File paths are stored in clear text
e. Are notes or annotations to be converted? No
f. Do document renditions or versions need to be converted? No
g. Can the document files be opened directly from the file share using
standard viewers, examples (MS Word, Adobe PDF Viewer, MS Paint,
MS Excel)? Yes
h. Are the document files compressed or zipped? No
i.

Are the document files encrypted? No

j.

Product Name and version? Refer to #19

k. Product vendor? Refer to #19
l.

Do any COLD (Computer Output to Laser Disk) documents need to be
converted? No

91.

What is the functionality of the customCAMA WinTDE integration? Refer
to #43 and #82

92.

Does the county prefer on-prem or cloud solution? Please provide options
for both

93.

Is there a requirement or desire for a portal for self-service of documents?
No

94.

Are documents ever emailed electronically or do all documents arrive in
paper? All arrive in paper

95.

Is there any electronic feed of documents or do all documents arrive in
paper?
All arrive in paper

96.

The RFP states that 1 user scans documents and 24 users in multiple
departments view the documents. How many users are expected to
interact with the system? Please breakdown usage by the following:
a. Full time – in the system all day, every day (1)
b. Part time, or occasional users – in the system occasionally daily or
less (9)
c. Concurrent users – users who are in the system at the same time (15)

97.

Of the 24 Users who retrieve documents how often, or how much time per
day, do they spend retrieving documents? Estimated as 2 hours, but they
are currently available from within the customCAMA application where
staff is actively working for 8 hours per day

98.

Are you looking for the vendor to provide the hardware for scanning, or is
standard scanning integration from our web app sufficient? St. Charles
County will purchase/replace hardware for scanning as recommended by
the selected vendor

99.

How many applications/documents will be scanned/submitted to the
system monthly? Approximately 170,000 assessment forms will be
scanned annually; the monthly volume varies.

100.

What document management system are you currently using? Refer to
#19 How long have you been using this system? Since 2007

101.

Do the documents that need to be converted from the existing document
management system contain annotations or redactions that need to be
respected in the conversion? No

102.

Are you open to 100%, cloud-based solution accessible through a
browser? Yes, provided there is integration with customCAMA If so, is
there standardized browser for all users? Google Chrome and Internet
Explorer

103.

Does the county have an Office365 subscription and are you open to
using Office365 as your document repository? We have a subscription
and would prefer to save the documents to another location

104.

Can you provide more details regarding the nature of the integration that
needs to be performed between the new document management system
and CAMA WinTDE application? Are you looking to be able to retrieve
documents from specific screens within that application? Refer to #43 and
#82

105.

Do you have any workflow requirements? Workflows have not been
identified

106.

What is the number of documents captured per year? Approximately
170,000

